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Appeared in talkFESt December 2014 

Making FES more versatile 

Vicky Parry 

Standard Method 

Electrodes are free standing and placed in the drop foot position.  Long electrode and footswitch leads (if 

ODFS®Pace) are used.  Benefits are, easy access to the ODFS®Pace/®Pace XL and can be worn with tighter fitting 

trousers or tights.  The ODFS®Pace pouch can be clipped onto trousers, threaded through a belt or the ODFS®Pace 

placed in a pocket.  

ODFS®Pace       ODFS®Pace XL     

 

 

 

 

 
 

ODFS®Leg Cuff 

Electrodes are housed on the ODFS ®Leg Cuff and therefore do not need to be placed every time the FES is worn.  

The ODFS®Pace/®Pace XL can sit on the ODFS®Leg Cuff and the electrode lead remains in place and does not need to 

be removed or plugged in each time.   

Benefits are: 

- it is convenient for putting on and taking off the FES 

- it can reduce problems with electrode placement variability 

- less hassle with wires (with the ODFS®Pace XL there would be no need to unplug or plug in any wires on a 

daily basis)   

- Ladies can find this set-up useful when wanting to wear dresses or skirts. 
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The ODFS Pace®/®Pace XL can also be worn off the cuff, e.g. on the belt, the benefit of which is it can then fit under 

straighter legged trousers.  This would require a longer electrode lead in order to connect the electrodes to the 

ODFS®Pace/®Pace XL. 

 

The ODFS®Leg Cuff enables the ODFS®Pace/®Pace XL to be worn on the medial or lateral side. 

ODFS®Pace     ODFS®Pace XL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ODF®Pace XL with ODFS®Leg Cuff and trousers over the top 
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Leg Strap 

The leg strap offers an alternative way to wear the ODFS®Pace/®Pace XL on the lower leg whilst maintaining free 

standing electrodes.  This can be useful when individuals like to move their electrodes on a regular basis but don’t 

wish to have the ODFS®Pace/®Pace XL up on their belt or in their pocket. The leg strap can either be clipped onto the 

Pace pouch or threaded through the belt loop on the pouch. Tubigrip or Urisleeve can be placed over the top of 

electrodes to help keep them in place and to hide the wires. Again this set-up can be useful for ladies when wanting 

to wear dresses or skirts. 

ODFS®Pace      ODFS®Pace XL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This gives you an idea of how FES can be worn in a variety of ways which can be of great use to individuals concerned 

about how they will wear it with different items of clothing.  This does not cover every option but hopefully it will 

help you to see how versatile it can be. 

Please note: A variety of lead lengths are available to purchase from Customer Services: 01722 439540 

and chose option 2. 

 


